Nature Scavenger Hunt

Using All 5 Senses

Check each item off as you find it!

**Sight**
- find something grey
- find something spotted
- find something tiny
- find something round
- find something square
- find something heart shaped
- find 5 of the same thing
- find something multi-colored

**Sound**
- find something that snaps
- find an animal sound
- find a soft sound
- find something that crunches
- find something loud
- find something to make music with

**Smell**
- find a flower with a scent
- find something that smells old
- find a smell you like

**Touch**
- find something bumpy
- find something wet
- find something warm
- find something smooth
- find something soft
- find something prickly
- find something squishy
- find something cold

**Taste**
- find something humans could eat
- find something animals would eat